
           We see the world through the eyes of  
our customers: Völker Video- und Datentechnik

VIDEO  DATA  SOLUTIONS



Wireless camera systems
UHD resolution with over 8 million pixels and radio transmission of the signals.

Our VidiOP camera Systems.  
Your innovative edge.
In the operating room, the principle is as simple as this: you must always have the 
essentials in view and be able to rely 100% on the technology. With the VidiOP came-
ra system from Völker, you have the right solution for every application. And many 
possibilities: HD or 4K, wired or wireless – exactly how you can best integrate it into 
your system. Völker makes using this innovative technology easier than ever before. 
Thanks to a simple locking mechanism, the camera can be mounted quickly and easily 
on the corresponding surgical light. And an extensive range of accessories fulfills every 
conceivable task. 

Völker‘s VidiOP system gives you a decisive technical lead. But technology is always 
evolving. That is why our cameras are now also available in 4K resolution. Your new 
high-end product in the OR: either wired, with standard slip rings, or wireless with  
innovative radio technology. With the VidiOP system, you always stay at the forefront  
of technical development, the compatibility within the system ensures this - now and  
in the future.



wired wireless

HD -1P 4K-1P 4K-2P 4K-coax HD 4K

Video standard HD 1080i 4K/UHD 4K/UHD 4K/UHD HD 1080i 4K/UHD

Frame rate 50/60 25/30 25/30 25/30 50/60 25/30

Resolution 1920*1080 3840*2160 3840*2160 3840*2160 1920*1080 3840*2160

Hor. Angle of view 63,7°…2,3° 70,2°…4,1° 70,2°…4,1° 70,2°…4,1° 63,7°…2,3° 70,2°…4,1°

Zoom optical 30 20 20 20 30 20

Zoom digital 12 12 12 12 12 12

Zoom total 360 240 240 240 360 240

Focus auto/man. auto/man. auto/man. auto/man. auto/man. auto/man.

White balance auto/man. auto/man. auto/man. auto/man. auto/man. auto/man.

Exposure control auto/man. auto/man. auto/man. auto/man. auto/man. auto/man.

External control IR/ser. IR/ser. IR/ser. IR/ser. IR/ser. IR/ser.

Signal output SDI/HDMI SDI/HDMI SDI/HDMI SDI/HDMI HDMI HDMI

Power supply 
(Other voltage ranges optional) 12...42V DC 12...42V DC 12...42V DC 12...42V DC 12...42V DC 12...42V DC

Power consumption <10W <10W <10W <10W <10W <10W

Mounting arm wiring    

1*2 twisted-pair    

2*2 twisted-pair  

Coax    

None

Connector option

9-pol

15-pol (Special version) Su
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Wired camera systems
UHD resolution with over 8 million pixels, transmission via slip rings.



Völker Video- und Datentechnik GmbH
Robert-Bosch-Straße 9
63477 Maintal, Germany

Tel: +49 6181 4377-0 
Mail: info@voelker-solutions.de
www.voelker-solutions.com

Are you curious? Just scan the QR code!

www.voelker-solutions.com

Today it seems impossible –  
tomorrow we manufacture it. 
We turn your ideas into real product solutions.
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